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UNCHAIN THE POWER
Replacing your tire chains to Olofsfors ECO-WHEEL TRACKS means that you
can say goodbye to all those unnecessary hours taken up by maintaining
the chains. Olofsfors is the largest manufacturer of tracks for rubber tired
forest equipment. Our tracks can last longer and are an economical
alternative to conventional chains. When it comes to total operating costs,
remember that Olofsfors ECO-WHEEL TRACKS have tire protecting properties
which means that our tracks can fit on new or worn tires. In short – keep
your skidders, harvesters and forwarders on track by lowering your
operating costs. Chains? No comparison.

Easier to install
ECO-WHEEL TRACKS increase machine stability and reduce drive-line shock caused by
spin and grab. Out in the woods, wheel tracks are easier to install and gives great
possibilities for quicker adjustments.
Longer operating season
Most importantly is that our products have their origin in the tough Nordic conditions.
Our ECO-WHEEL TRACKS and EVO extend the operating season, as they can cope with
much tougher terrain conditions. This means that your machine can give you more in
return.

Lower ground pressure
Less ground disturbance
Improved flotation from standard tires
Self-cleaning, smooth ride
Increased stability and mobility
Less maintenance

Think upwards, forward and onwards
and choose the right tracks

Eco-Tracks – produktfolder
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ECO-WHEEL TRACKS™
Olofsfors ECO-WHEEL TRACKS are manufactured for
skidders, wheeled feller bunchers, harvesters and forwarders. ECO-WHEEL TRACKS provide superior traction with reduced spin and grab, less maintenance and
less ground disturbance. A very economical alternative
to conventional tire chains. Supplied in three different
link system sizes to match your machine, application
and ground conditions.
For the “CTL” machines there is a ECO-WHEEL TRACKS
with lighter cross members designed to fit lighter
machines such as harvesters and forwarders. Provides
superior traction, improved machine stability and
increases flotation.

EVO-WHEEL TRACKS™
The track that has well-rounded properties and
is kinder to the terrain. EVO has excellent traction
and tyre protection as well as a cross member design that provides very good cleaning properties.

ECO-WHEEL TRACKS™ WITH SIDE SUPPORTS
A complete series of ECO-WHEEL TRACKS that,
thanks to straighter cross members and a wider contact
area, really takes you where you want. ECO-WHEEL
TRACKS takes you upward, forward and over and even
a little further. ECO-WHEEL TRACKS gives you superior
traction, improves machine stability and increases
flotation. Stay one step ahead by using ECO-WHEEL
TRACKS. ECO-WHEEL TRACKS with side supports are
available with a number of different cross members
and models that can be customized to your specific
requirements and conditions.
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For those who go where no one else goes.
Always goes up-over-forward. Our operators
are the world’s best inspiration for better track
technology. Welcome to our territory.
www.eco-tracks.com

Make your own way
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